The continued success of A&S during the pandemic has required the sustained and collaborative work of all members of our community. In this month’s letter, Dean Geer highlights A&S students’ perseverance and flexibility to make the most of this unusual semester.

In Part III of our series on learning and teaching during the pandemic, we explore how online courses have changed the way faculty and students are approaching the semester. Faculty have innovated to creatively deliver their course material, and students have found unexpected moments of connection and reflection in their work.
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NASA-funded project uses images from space to study underwater volcanoes

Political science professor wins NSF grant to decipher civil conflict with code

Robert Barsky launches state-of-the-art digital journal on art and border crossings

A&S physicist honored by Nashville Metro Council for discovery, naming of tennessine

Forbes: Researchers Find Cause Of Bee Deaths From Pesticides (Doug McMahon, Stevenson Professor of Biological Sciences, research cited)

USA Today: All states prohibit ‘militia extremists’ and paramilitary activities. So why aren’t they stopped? (Amy Cooter, senior lecturer of sociology, quoted)

Voice of America: Biden Seeks Unity After Election Win (Jeffrey Bennett, associate professor of communication studies, quoted)

The Wall Street Journal: Is Your Brain Goofing Off? (Jon Kaas, Gertrude Conaway Vanderbilt Distinguished Professor of Psychology, quoted)

Politico: What Trump Showed Us About America (Jonathan Metzl, Frederick B. Rentschler II Professor of Sociology and Medicine, Health, and Society, quoted)

USA Today: As COVID surges, Americans remain divided on the threat, effort (Joshua Clinton, Abby and Jon Winkelried Professor of Political Science, quoted)

For more news, visit the A&S Explorer.

Campus Friendships

Despite how differently the world has looked this semester, students have found ways to stay connected, be social, and remain safe across campus. Here, two students share a conversation and a meal in front of the recently opened Zeppos College on West End Ave.

SUPPORT A&S

A&S is now on social media! It’s your College. Stay connected.

Follow us on: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, and YouTube.
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